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Annual Report 2017 
(Covering the period April 2016 to March 2017, including Capability Brown’s tercentenary) 

 

Dear Members and Associates, 

This was a successful year and we carried out a number of new activities: 

 Another 400 trees were planted in Horse Close Wood in February 2017. This adds to the 1,000 

trees planted in February 2016. 

 Unveiled a heritage plaque at each of the five entrances to the heritage park. The three plaques 

for the public park entrances were paid for by the three Residents’ Associations: SGRA, 

WHRA and WPRA.  The Golf Club and The Wimbledon Club paid for their entrance plaques. 

 Held an exhibition in the Norman Plastow Gallery celebrating Capability Brown. 

 Published a Capability Brown booklet written by Dave Dawson. 

 Attended Merton Heritage day 2016. 

 Set up a pilot scheme with St Cecilia’s School for the Duke of Edinburgh Award. 

 

The 5 unveilings were part of a very successful Capability Brown Heritage afternoon held on 13th 

August 2016 which involved a walk organised for 80 guests, including the Mayors of Merton and 

Wandsworth, around the Park and the Lake, including afternoon tea at the Wimbledon Park Café and 

which culminated in a Capability Brown meal held at The Wimbledon Club. Guest speaker and 

Capability Brown author Steffie Shields provided a very informative and entertaining close to the day. 

 

Sport has been an important activity in Wimbledon Park since 1890 and the opportunity was taken to 

gather information on this history.  Currently there are more than ten organised sports played in 

Wimbledon Park and run by different groups.  Details are recorded in ‘Sport in the Grade II* Heritage 

Landscape known as Wimbledon Park’. 

 

Managing change in the heritage park 

FOWP has no executive power over what needs to be done in the heritage park.  This is the province 

of the owners LB Merton (LBM), The All England Lawn Tennis Club (AELTC), The Wimbledon 

Club (TWC) and the leaseholder Wimbledon Park Golf Club (WPGC). To preserve and improve the 

state of our park, joined up thinking is required and this means the four parties talking to each other, 

preferably including the community who value and use the park.   

 

Last year was the tercentenary of the birth of Capability Brown and FOWP facilitated such 

discussions, achieving good progress. We now need to build on this for the future and I come back to 

this in a later section. 

 

Our role is to collect and file information based on evidence, observation and opinions that best reflect 

what could be done, how it is sustained and how it fits within the Conservation Management Plan.  A 

lot of groundwork has been covered in diverse areas and results are beginning to show. 

 

Conservation Management Plan version 05 (CMP) 

Our constitution requires us to support the implementation of a Conservation Management Plan for the 

heritage park. It became clear that this was an important item and that we would need to write it 

ourselves. We have completed this task and Conservation Management Plan for The Grade II* 

Heritage Landscape known as Wimbledon Park version 05 was issued in November 2016. 

 

Central to our thinking is that landscape, biodiversity and habitat are our responsibility. 

Bearing our accountability in mind, what are the capabilities for people in the heritage park? 

 

Four topics are identified as key issues the Conservation Management Plan must cover.  These are 

wellbeing, study, sport and community: 
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 Wellbeing includes health for all, regardless of age, as well as the feel-good factor for 

individuals. 

 Sport includes physical activity and games. 

 Study includes lifelong learning, research and writing reports. 

 Community is a self-organized network of people with common agenda, cause, or interest, 

who collaborate by sharing ideas, information, and other resources. Importantly this includes 

volunteering. 

It should be noted that each topic is treated as of equal importance and they provide a different 

perspective on how to approach different tasks.  This ensures a balanced view with fair outcomes and 

respect for the CMP 

 

The improvement of the heritage park is our project and within this there are numerous tasks that need 

examination such as the lake, the landscape, stadium and arena and Horse Close Wood.  These can be 

described as programmes within the project and Figure 1 illustrates the approach. 

 

 
Programmes within the project include examining: 

 The lake 

 The stadium and arena 

 Horse Close Wood 

 Litter picking 

 European eel (Anguilla Anguilla) 

 Duke of Edinburgh Award 

 BBQs 

 Revelstoke Road entrance 

STEP 4 

EC seeks to process any 

programme that conforms to 

the Conservation 

Management Plan & has 

neighbourhood community 

agreement 

STEP 2 

Programme participants 

report back via EC to Forum 

for consideration, selection 

and implementation after 

consultations. 

STEP 3 
EC & Forum role: 
 to overview work done and 

planned,  

 disperse & receive 

information & opinions 

 conform to best corporate 
governance practice. 

STEP 1 

Project Plan from which EC 

selects programmes and sets 

up subcommittees or ad hoc 

groups to formulate options. 

 

http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/network.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/common.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/agenda.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/interest.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/collaboration.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/idea.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/information.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/resource.html
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Varying degrees of work has been done on all of these and many more await. Some are very complex 

such as the lake and stadium whilst the entrance from Revelstoke Road is reasonably straightforward. 

 

Pollution 

The lake was polluted on 15th November 2016; the known loss is 10 roach and 3 eels killed.  This was 

the seventh fish kill pollution incident since 2001.  We’ve met the Environmental Agency to examine 

how to avoid and mitigate these incidents in the future. 

 

Fires 

We recently made a freedom of information request to the London Fire Service and learned that the 

fire brigade attended 10 fires in the park between 2014 and 2016. The fire in the stadium on 28 

October 2016 was started deliberately with a firework. Police are investigating.  

 

National Grid compensation 

National Grid needed to carry out emergency work on their systems in Horse Close Wood last year.  

Dave Lofthouse (Merton Tree Officer) put in a claim for £17, 932 for disruption and delays and with 

our backup advocacy this was accepted by National Grid. 

 

Events 

Concern has been expressed at the state of the grass areas after an event has been held.  We will be 

looking for solutions. 

 

Historic England ‘At Risk Register’. 

On 6 June 2016 Zosia Mellor (Historic England) wrote to the owners of the Park informing them that: 

‘We have visited Wimbledon Park and were also engaged in pre-application discussions with the 

council around the proposed redevelopment of the Hercules Stadium. I am now writing to let you 

know, in advance of publication, that Grade II* Registered Park and Garden Wimbledon Park has 

been included on the Register, due to uncertainty around the future, the impacts of divided ownership 

on landscape management, obscured designed views and the deteriorating condition of the lake. 

Inclusion in the Register implies no criticism of the owner, many of whom are actively seeking ways to 

secure the future. The aim of the Register is to keep attention focused on the park, to act as a working 

tool to help define the scale of the problem and to prioritise action by ourselves, local authorities, 

preservation trusts, funding bodies and others who can play a part in securing the future of these 

irreplaceable landscapes. I am also writing to notify the other owners.’ 

 

We’re very concerned about this and hoping to facilitate action that will remedy this situation. 

 

Wandle Valley 

The report ‘Green Infrastructure and Open Environments: The All London Green Grid, supplementary 

planning guidance London Plan 2011 implementation framework’ was published in March 2012.  

Boris Johnson (then Mayor of London) wrote: 

‘If you were to look down at London from the stratosphere, you would be struck at how green the city 

is, with a plethora of green and open spaces, formal and informal, large and small, helping to define 

and shape the form of the city. Down here on the ground, we look to these spaces for all that they add 

to the quality of the particular places we live in, work in or visit. What we don’t do – and this is the 

aim of this document – is to look at them in a joined up way, making sure the contribution they make  

to the quality of life, to the environment and  to the economy are maximised. 

 

The All London Green Grid aims to fill this gap. It starts from a recognition that the best way of 

valuing and managing green infrastructure is to see it as a network spreading across the face of the 

capital. Some places are already well-served; here the task is making sure it remains of high quality 
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and is managed effectively. Other places suffer from a lack of green spaces, and here we need to 

extend the network’.  

 

 
Note: The document is 144 pages.  Relevant here are the eleven Green Grid Areas (GGAs) that 

provide the basic framework from which policies and projects can be developed and delivered.  Figure 

14 above is taken from this document. 

 

The Green Grid Areas numbered in Figure 14 are listed below.  

1) Lee Valley and Finchley Ridge  

2) River Roding and Epping Forest  

3) Thames Chase, Beam, Ingrebourne  

4) area 4 is now absorbed in Areas 2 and 3  

5) River Cray and Southern Marshes  

6) South East London Green Chain  

7) London’s Downlands  

8) Wandle Valley 
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9) Arcadian Thames 

10) River Colne and Crane 

11) Brent Valley and Barnet Plateau  

12) Central London 

 

The list above is edited, area 4 is absorbed and Wandle Valley and Arcadian Thames are new.  Most 

of our park is in Arcadian Thames rather than Wandle Valley where we actually sit.  This has led to 

the creation of the Wandle Valley Regional Park Trust.  Sue Morgan is the Chief Executive and we’ve 

had discussions with her (Note: We’re supporters of the Wandle Valley Forum, who sit on the board).   

We’re proposing to the park owners (AELTC; LBM; TWC and WPGC) that we should: 

1) Review whether application should be made to the Mayor of London to discuss how the 

boundaries of the Regional Park can include Wimbledon Park.  

2) Discuss supporting the strategy for the Wandle Valley Regional Park Trust  

 

LDA Design 

Merton council has confirmed that it will not be moving the athletics stadium after strong local 

opposition during the consultation during summer 2016. The council is developing Option 1 (which 

represents the least change) and said it would publish final plans at the end of January. The approved 

masterplan and a report containing the full results of the consultation was expected in February. 

Neither of these has happened yet.  

 

idverde 

idverde took over park maintenance for Merton and Sutton councils from 1 February 2017.  They are 

the largest greenspace provider in Europe.  Patrick Phillips heads this group and a promising start has 

been made. 

 

FOWP Forum 

 The Executive Committee (EC) continued to improve its knowledge and expertise.  Amelia 

Obertelli-Moriarty joined during the year, otherwise the Executive Committee remains 

unchanged. 

 There are four London Borough Council wards surrounding the park.  To provide further free 

flow of information 11 of the 12 councillors are ex officio members of the FOWP Forum.  We 

hope the remaining one will join in due course.   

 Leonie Cooper, GLA member for Merton and Wandsworth is an ex officio member.   

 Dave Dawson (is an environment and ecology adviser) is an ex officio member of the FOWP 

Forum.   

 Paul McCue (officer from Wandsworth Council) is ex officio and will help liaison between 

the two boroughs. 

 Helen Parker (has returned as the Community Officer for All England Lawn Tennis Club).  

Although not part of the FOWP Forum she is kept up to date with developments and we meet 

from time to time.  We thank Ulrika Hogberg for her help whilst standing in for Helen during 

her maternity leave. 

 We’re pleased that the Rt Hon Justine Greening (MP for Putney) and Stephen Hammond (MP 

for Merton) have again agreed to be Honorary Friends of FOWP.   

 We continue to liaise with park officers both formally and informally.  These interactions will 

become more important as community involvement in the park increases 

 

A word on associate membership 

Under our constitution, we have a membership category called 'associates'. This includes: individuals 

in an organisation which joins as a corporate member; park officers; and members of the three local 

residents’ associations (Southfields Grid, Wimbledon Park and Wimbledon House). We would be 

delighted if associate members would consider upgrading to full membership, which will entitle you to 
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a vote at our AGM and to receiving our quarterly email newsletter. You can find out how to join by 

visiting our recently redesigned website http://www.friendsofwimbledonpark.org.uk 

 

Wimbledon Park is remarkable for the number of assets it contains and our job is to ensure that these 

are not lost or wasted but are enhanced.  This requires the owners and community to work together on 

implementing the Conservation Management Plan. 

 

Nick Steiner 

Chairman FOWP March 2017 

 

 

 
 

1) Dave Dawson led the speakers on the walk. 

2) Wimbledon Park Road entrance plaque unveiled by Wandsworth Mayor 

3) Revelstoke Road entrance plaque unveiled by Iain Simpson & Ian Tattum 

4) Afternoon tea at Wimbledon park Café 

5) Home Park Road entrance plaque unveiled by Mayor of Merton 

6) Home Park Road golf club entrance unveiled by Vince O’Brien 

7) Church Road entrance plaque unveiled by David Johnson 

8) Group photograph at end of walk 

9) Steffie Shields delivers her presentation on Capability Brown 

10) Capability Brown tea at The Wimbledon Club 

http://www.friendsofwimbledonpark.org.uk/
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